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BACKGROUND: More than 80% of large employers offer wellness incentives. However, there is little
evidence that these programs are effective. Behavioral economics offers promise for better designing
incentives to change behavior. The objective of this study was to test the effectiveness of a standard
incentive in which employees gain financial rewards for meeting a minimum level of activity and compare
it to two financial incentive designs that leverage concepts from behavioral economics.
METHODS: 280 adult employees from a university in Philadelphia with a body mass index of 27 or greater
were randomized to control or one of 3 intervention arms with equivalent economic value. The intervention
arms were a standard incentive in which participants gained rewards for daily performance, a loss
aversion incentive in which participants were allocated rewards upfront that were taken back each time
the daily goal was not met, or a lottery-based incentive. Eligibility for rewards was based on achieving at
least 7000 steps per day, a level endorsed by the American College of Sports Medicine as meeting
federal guidelines for the minimum level of physical activity to achieve health benefits. Financial
incentives were offered during the 13 week intervention period (participants could win about $1.40 per day
if they met step goals) and participants were followed for an additional 13 weeks. Step counts were
tracked by smartphone accelerometers using an application that ran passively in the background. The
primary outcome measure was the proportion of participant-days that the goal was achieved during the
intervention. The intent-to-treat analysis used generalized linear and mixed-models to adjust for the
repeated measures of participant step counts. All hypothesis tests were two-sided. To maintain the type I
error rate while testing 3 pairwise comparisons, we used a Bonferroni correction to define an alpha of
0.0167 as our threshold for statistical significance. We estimated that a sample of at least 280
participants would ensure 80% power to detect a 20% difference between arms.
RESULTS: Participants in the study sample had a mean body mass index of 33.1 (standard deviation
[SD]: 5.6), mean age of 39.6 (SD 11.6), and were 77.5% female. During the intervention period, the loss
aversion incentive had a significantly greater proportion achieving goal than control (0.45 vs. 0.30,
Difference: 0.16, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 0.03 – 0.15, P = 0.003). Compared to control, there were
no significant differences for the standard incentive (0.35 vs. 0.30, Difference: 0.06, 95% CI: -0.04 – 0.16,
P=0.26) or the lottery-based incentive (0.36 vs. 0.30, Difference: 0.06, 95% CI: -0.04 – 0.17, P=0.23). The
loss aversion incentive arm had the greatest level of daily steps but it was not significantly different than
the control arm (Difference: 861, 95% CI: -24 – 1746, P = 0.06). There were no significant differences
between arms during the follow-up period.
CONCLUSIONS: Among overweight and obese employees, a wellness incentive designed to leverage
loss aversion was significantly more effective for increasing physical activity than alternative incentive
designs with the same economic value. These findings offer new evidence for how to improve the
effectiveness of wellness programs using financial incentives for physical activity.
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